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Introduction 



Introduction 
•  The physics of the conformal gauge theory is not 

well known. 

Theoretical interest 
   Phase structure of the non-SUSY gauge theories  
   (gauge group, representation, # of flavor ) 

Phenomenology 
    Test of the models of physics beyond the SM 
     (ex. Walking technicolor model)  
     -> SU(2) gauge theory is very important.  
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Phenomenology	



Technicolor model 	

•  One candidate of the physics beyond the standard model	

[Weinberg(1979), Susskind(1979)] 

Electro-weak symmetry breaking 
-> techniquark condensation Q  
(Ex. gauge hierarchy  
      -> dimensional transmutation             in QCD)	

Ex.	



Extended technicolor model (ETC) 
[S. Dimopoulos and L. Susskind (1979), E. Eichten and K. Lane (1980)] 

The origin of the quark/lepton mass 
 (spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking ) 
　　->     Extended technicolor interaction	

techni fermion  quark 

ETC quark 



Extended technicolor  
Ref.  [S. Sannino, arXiv[0804.0182]  ] 



Problems in Extended technicolor	

FCNC  

Quark mass  

Small quark mass & NG boson mass 



walking (conformal) dynamics 

QCD like  

Conformal 



Quark mass enhancement 

large anomalous dimension 

may resolve these problems (quark mass & FCNC )	



Test of Walking (conformal) technicolor	

Walking technicolor model requires 

1.  “Walking” coupling : approximate IR fixed point 
2.  Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking 
3.  Asymptotic freedom 
4.  Large anomalous dimension of QQ:  

Derive quark/lepton mass hierarchy and mixing 
Calculation of S parameter 

For realistic model 

etc… 



running coupling constant 
(non-perturbative) 



Renormalized coupling constant 
in lattice gauge theory 

Running coupling constant     step scaling method 

•  Wilson loop   (arXiv:0902.3768) 

•  Polyakov loop 
•  Schrodinger functional gauge coupling 

(Luscher et al. NPB359:221) 

•  Possible to simulation of gauge invariant operator 
•  Extraction of gauge coupling in finite volume 
•  Perturbative matching 

(NPB433:390, NPB437:447) 

necessary condition to calculation of non-perturbative 
 coupling constant 



Nonperturbative renormalized coupling constant (generic)   

In the lattice gauge theory, 	

Lattice size  (L0) 
Lattice spacing (a) 

bare coupling constant	

L0	

a

If                            , the above equation gives the nonperturbative coupling constant 	

On the lattice study, we can calculate 
nonperturbatively  

the VEV on the right hand side.	

The measurement value has a discritization 
error.	



non-perturbative coupling on finite volume  

at 

Taking the continuum limit 

On lattice simulation 

on a constant physics (fixed L) 

step scaling 

Step scaling method 



Step scaling 

Calculate                  with an input on each 
for small lattice size  



Step scaling 

Calculate 
then, take continuum limit a → 0 

fixed a 

s scaling fixed a 



Step scaling  

Tune a on L/a to get same 

tune a  



Step scaling 

Calculate 
Each step take continuum limit a → 0 

fixed a 

s scaling fixed a 





However there exists systematic error of Schrodinger functional scheme. 
 O(a) discretization error of boundary counter term 



Our work 

•  We use the methods for extracting the gauge 
coupling with twisted boundary conditions 

    (alternative method without O(a) error) . 

•  We study the scaling properties of running 
gauge coupling in SU(2) with 8 flavor. 

The 2-loop perturbative results suggest that the SU(2) with 8 
flavor theory is near the conformal window.  

Therefore this model may be a candidate for walking 
technicolor  scenario. 
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Twisted boundary condition 

typical twist matrix for N=2 

(’t Hooft NPB153:131) 

Eliminate  degenerate             vacua  
Kill the zero mode contributions 



(twisted) Wilson loop scheme (1) 
[Bilgici et. al. Phys.Rev.D80:034507,2009] 

1.  Definition of the gauge coupling in finite volume  

In lattice we use the Creutz ratio 

where k is the tree level matching factor. 

On the lattice study, we can calculate                      non-perturbatively. 

2.   Fixing the scheme We take r= 0.25, (R=T) 

3.   Running coupling by finite scaling method 

-> Quenched test is succeeded. 



Wilson loop scheme 
3.   Improvement by using discretized  

•  Cancellation of the huge discretization 
error between the finite lattice calculation 

of the Creutz ratio and k(r).  
•  g^2(r)  becomes smooth function of r. 

       k(r) has large discrepancy 
between discrete and 

continuum one. 
4.   Fixing the scheme 

We take r= 0.25, (R=T) 

5.   Running coupling by finite scaling method 

-> Quenched test is succeeded. 
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Pure SU(2) results 



Pure SU(2) results 

Good agreement with perturbative 2 loop result in the weak coupling region 

2 loop result 
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8 flavor SU(2) case 
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Twisted boundary condition for fermions 

Ensure gauge invariance of twisted boundary condition 

Smell degree is extra flavor degree 

Staggered fermion 
Wilson type fermion 

Staggered fermion requires 
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•  study the scaling properties of SU(2) with 8 flavor gauge theory. 
•  We use following functions 
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the relative step scaling function 

S=1.5 

Theoretical expectation of the conformal fixed point 

2 loop perturbative prediction 
•  In the SU(2) with 8flavors theory, it has a IR fixed point u*~ 15.8. 

•  Then a inflection point is around u~7.9. 

We explore such a behavior beyond perturbation. 



•  Wilson action  
•  Staggerd fermion with twisted boundary condition 

•  HMC (Omelyan integrator) 
•  Every sweep measurement of Wilson loop. 
•  Numerical calculation by NEC SX-8@YITP, @RCNP 
                                                KEKSR-11000@KEK 
•  Simulation parameters 
     L =6,8,10,12,14,16,18, Beta= 1.375 ~ 15 

     #config 10000~80000 for L=6~18      
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Smell degree is extra flavor degree 

Staggered fermion requires 

 simulation setup 



1.  Calculation of the gauge coupling by Wilson loop  
       of each L, beta.    
       -> global fit of g^2 as a function of beta for each L 
          ( Interpolation to odd lattice for step scaling ) 

2.   Step scaling by continuum extrapolation 

3.   Studying the running of the gauge coupling 
       we use the relative step scaling function   
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analysis step 



Preliminary Results 
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stage 1. Plot of the coupling for L=6~18, beta=1.375~15 

n=7,8 

Interpolation fit 
function 



 stage2, Step Scaling  

Running coupling : finite scaling method 

Scaling step s=1.5  

We use linear and quadratic of (a/L)^2 continuum 
extrapolation for the estimation of the systematic 
uncertainty of discretization error. 

Constant extrap. (3pt)   L/a=    8, 10, 12 -> sL/a=   12, 15, 18 
Linear extrap.      (4pt)   L/a=6, 8, 10, 12 -> sL/a=9, 12, 15, 18 
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Stage 2. continuum extraploration 

Weak coupling region (g^2=0.8) 

The data is reasonably fitted. 
Linear (3pt.) and quadratic (4pt.) 

extrapolations are consistent each other. 

Strong coupling region (g^2=5.5) 

Linear (3pt.) and quadratic (4pt.) 
extrapolations have large uncertainty 

linear cont. extr. 

quadratic cont. extr. 
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2 loop 
result 

The error from 
quadratic cont. extr. 

The error from linear cont. extr. 

Stage3. The relative step scaling function 



Summary 
• We  have calculated the running coupling in SU(2) 8 

flavors 
• IF behavior is different from QCD like theories  

• We obtain consistent result with IRFP appear  above 
g^2~6   but large uncertainty. 

• We need more statistics for larger lattice and to take 
continuum limit carefully. 

                        Future prospects 
• We survey the running of the coupling in the large 

coupling region 
• Measurement of the anomalous dimension at the IR 

point the composite operator of fermions is interesting 
(universality) 
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